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Illuminating The Path Of Progress
Lighting the way of progress Thomas Alva Edison is
the most famous inventor in American history.
Edison designed, built and provided the electric era.
He revolutionized, changed the focus of technology,
changed his lifestyle, and created millions of jobs.
Although he is not a scientist, he is known for his
scientific invention. His true talent is that he can
judge the problem clearly and work hard on the
experiment. He is a master of trial and error.
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But I did not give up all hope. A recent example of
the progress of wage stagnation shows the way to
progress - the voice of constructive citizens of local
organizations promoted the change of cities and
nations and formed national policies. What does this
mean to you? Please vote if you have not voted yet.
Collaborate with your neighbors and colleagues to
find a common cause to solve life's challenges and
job challenges you want to solve and discuss
solutions together instead of finding a villain to kill
the devil. And when you plan a local plan, please
share what is going well and what goes wrong. We
need more to make the United States wonderful
again.

Think of your career path as a way. Traditional career
paths are very good and clear by common sense. By
contrast, the way to your ideal career is unfamiliar
and covered with darkness. To find and pursue the
ideal career path, we need intention, courage, and
much humility (this topic will be discussed in a future
article).
Looking back at my career path, even if it seems
that it is not a clear career path, that has many
implications for me. It makes me feel like any
strange tangent I have come across in my career,
has purpose, and I like to combine my favorite
things, art and technology 2, and do it everyday I
made it. At this point, computer science becomes
more accessible and easier to accept. Why do I have
to do everything when I consolidate all the themes of
work and activities? When I was a high school
student, I would like to make things with my
computer, but every time I create a program, it will
work and it will become brilliant.

